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Seal Methods Inc. offers the latest in state-of-the-art technology in the field of contract manufacturing for

medical devices. We offer innovative and complex services addressing an impressive range of applications,

including medical die cutting and adhesive medical tape converting . Our specialists have provided products and

services of unsurpassed quality to the medical, healthcare, and personal care markets for over three decades. SMI

has a wealth of industry-specific solutions at its disposal, guaranteeing clients and partners an uncompromising level

of performance in an evolving market characterized by fast-paced innovation and changing consumer preferences.

SMI is ISO: 9001 certified and possesses the expertise to get your medical product or device on the market in an

efficient and timely manner. Get in touch with SMI to hear more details about our medical device contract

manufacturing capabilities.

Seal Methods Inc. offers products that address concerns relating to these considerations:

Age of the patient (Neo-natal to Geriatric)

Breathability

Conformability

Strength of adhesion, from gentle to aggressive

Hydrophilic or hydrophobic qualities

Moisture and water resistance

Printability

Release liner characteristics

Potential for repeat use

Skin type and tape color

Sterilization requirements

Wear duration, from 24 hours to 14+ days

Our medical fabrication services are customized to meet each of our clients’ unique expectations. We can tailor

various aspects of our materials, such as breathability and conformability, to align with your specifications and

requirements. We fabricate multi-layer laminations, die cuts, slit and extended liners, island placement, printed,

reregistration, short roll winding, and custom liners. Our products are appropriate for use in a multitude of

applications, including diagnostic test strip components, medical device components, medical electronics

components, cosmeceutical pads, and gaskets and seals. We are a full-service supplier offering services of amazing

value and outstanding customer support offering high-quality solutions to our clients and partners. When it comes to

your contract medical manufacturing requirements, we’ve got you covered.

Medical Die Cutting

SMI offers a full range of customized medical die cutting services, all of which are performed in-house in a clean

and controlled environment. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility houses laser cutting, knife cutting, and

waterjet cutting equipment for use in the rapid fabrication of precision die-cut prototypes with tight tolerances and

small dimensions. Our on-site Class 100 cleanroom guarantees the highest standard of sanitation and hygiene

during the production process, which is supported by our ISO: 9001 certified quality assurance systems. We also

offer product design, material selection, and custom assembly and packaging services to meet your end-to-end
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sourcing requirements. SMI maintains long-term partnerships with industry leading raw material manufacturers,

giving us access to a comprehensive selection of electrical and EMI films, papers, resins, tapes, foams, adhesives

and more. Our sales team is here to provide you with the technical product information and industry expertise

necessary to satisfy your individual application.

Medical Contract Manufacturing: Your Tape Converting Solution

Seal Methods Inc. upholds the latest industry standards in medical tape converting solutions for use in a

comprehensive array of requirements. We supply our partners with adhesive medical tapes, films, fabrics, foams,

and other materials for inclusion in all types of disposable and reusable medical devices, equipment, and skin

contact applications. Our commitment to superior accuracy, cleanliness, quickness, efficiency, and

continuous improvement has kept SMI at the forefront of medical contract manufacturing for medical

devices, medical wearables, wearable sensors, diagnostic lidding, and microfluidics. Our reliable medical

tapes provide patients with safety and comfort, helping you maximize the quality of your products and services.

Seal Methods Inc. is an Industry-leading Medical Contract Manufacturing Company

As one of the most diversified converters in the field of gasket, seal, tape, and precision die-cut fabrication, we value

our clients in the medical contract manufacturing market and strive to provide them with the highest quality of

customer service. We guarantee quick turnaround times and excellent technical support in order to meet your

expectations in the timeframe you require. Call or email us today for help with all of your medical contract

manufacturing needs.

800.423.4777

sales@sealmethodsinc.com
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